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TEACHING MATH IN PRISONS
The following article was published in the Notices of the American Mathematical Society December
2019, and gives a summary of Annie Raymond’s extensive activities in teaching mathematics to incarcerated people – Ed.
Teaching inmates college-level mathematics has been one of the most important and rewarding experiences of my career so far. I started in 2016 when I was a postdoc at the University of Washington.
The math department received an email from University Beyond Bars (UBB), a local nonprofit that
offers college classes to inmates at the Monroe Correctional Complex. The email asked if anyone
in the department would agree to volunteer to teach Math 104 (Finite Math) or Math 106 (College
Algebra) at the prison.
I had no idea that some prisons offered university-level classes, but my interest was piqued. As a kid,
the elementary school I attended consisted of children from the nearby housing projects as well as
children from middle-class families. I saw no difference between the kids who came from more affluent families, and those who didn’t. Each kid was some unique combination of smart, funny and
kind. Still, despite all of us being the same as kids, many of the kids from the projects got caught in the
crushing cycle of poverty, and some ended up spending some time in prison. Thinking about all of the
potential that had been wasted as a result of structures in place in our society, I volunteered to teach
Math 104.
Article continues on page 13
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ALUMNI PROFILE
Mike Lopez received an MS in Statistics from our department in
2010. After a PhD at Brown he has made his way to Director of
Data and Analytics at the National Football League. He will visit
the department in April 2020. As a taster, John Staudenmayer
interviewed him by email.
Q. You have the kind of job that quantitatively oriented sports fans
dream of. Can you describe how you ended up in your current position?
To be honest, this definitely was not my dream job – whenever I would
have been dreaming about jobs, this specific role would not have been
around. But with more and more data in the game than ever before, these types of roles are popping
up across sport organizations. As one insight into the current NFL, all players have RFID chips in
their shoulder pads that track each movement on the field, at roughly 10 frames per second. That’s
a substantial amount of data for us to learn from.
Primarily, our job is to use football data to make the game better. That starts with on-field data,
including game quality, long term changes, and rules changes, and we also touch on officiating,
health and safety, and pace of play trends. But we likewise want to grow the overall impact of data
in the game as well, so we are in charge of events that help serve core football fans who want to learn
more about the game, and who want to play with the data themselves.
Article continues on page 19
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MATHEMATICALLY
GIFTED AND BLACK
Department head Nate Whi
taker and Professor Emeritus
Floyd Williams are among the
28 honorees chosen to fea
ture on the website Mathe
matically Gifted and Black.
Nate’s talk in Fall 2019 to the
department Math Club on his
journey from the shadow of
segregation to his current po
sition was well attended and
very moving.

1. Find all values of the real parameter a, for which the equation




loga 6|x − 5| − 18 = 2 + 3 loga 2 + 2 loga 3
has exactly two real roots.
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2. Prove that for any x, y, z ≥ 0, we have
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(1 + x + y + z)2 ≤ 4(1 + x2 + y 2 + z 2 ).
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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was followed
by postdocs (i)
at UC
Irvine and
Ohio State
University.
Irvine
she dethat
entries
include
all the
digits At
from
1 through
veloped
stochastic
models
to
improve
understanding
of
cell
9, and (ii) entries in every row and column aredyin
namics during tumorigenesis, and worked on artificial neural
increasing
order?
network models for obtaining gene regulatory networks. Before
joining UMass, she was Assistant Professor at University of Texas Arlington.

Problem 5. .Let En be the coefficients in the
n
expansion:
x+tan
x = ∞ E xⁿas. ⁿann=0
n! professor
Haben Michael.sec
joined
the department
assistant

in September 2019. His research mainly lies in the field of causal
Show that they satisfy E =E1 =1 and for n≥1
inference. Causal inference develops0 methods
to infer causal re...
lationships
without the benefit of fully randomized experiments.

The field has always been of consequence to the social sciences,
where randomization is often available, and is increasingly relProblem
6. Let A be the set of all subsets S of
evant to the tech world,nwhere large amounts of observational
{1,
2,
...,
n}
that
contains
the methods
size |S|have
of S.ex-Let
data are now such
available
for Sanalysis.
Haben’s

Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
nth Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).
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welcome you to our Newsletter as the new Department Head. I officially started on 21 January
a true honor – and somewhat daunting – to follow in the footsteps of Farshid Hajir, who
es as Vice Provost of Academic Affairs and did a fantastic job in his 3 years as Head. I take over
ment that’s risen tremendously in stature since I came to UMass in 1987. We’ve made some
al hires and improved our graduate and undergraduate programs. Our graduates have gone on
standing things. We’re very proud of our alumni.

lar area of growth is our number of undergraduate majors, which continually exceeds expectations. More and more of
ming students recognize the benefits of majoring in math. We have almost 1000 majors in 7 areas: Actuarial Science,
Math, Computing, Pure Math, Statistics, Teaching and an Individual concentration. Mathematics is also an essential
y 21st century education, as over 15,000 UMass students take our classes each year.

o the hard work of our search committee, our tenure track position in Math Biology was filled by our top candidate:
Professor Brian Van Koten is an expert in applied probability and numerical analysis, performing computer
ns of molecular systems with applications in biology, chemistry and materials science. We also had a very successful
ring 8 new
outstanding
Visiting
Assistant
Professors:
Panagiota
Birmpa,
Noriyuki
Hamada,
The department
welcomed
4 new
Assistant
Professors inSiddhant
September Agrawal,
2019: from left
to right in the
photo, Leili
Shahriyari,
Haben Michael,
Ted Westling,
Griffin. Utic and Jiayu Zhai. Our new Marshall Stone VAP, Laura Colmenarejo
n Lai, Jonathan
Simone,
ZahraMaryclare
Sinaei, Zheni
o, will join us in Spring 2019.

tended instrumental variable methods and often draw on semi- Maryclare Griffin joined the department as an assistant proparametric theory to produce efficient and robust tools. Haben fessor in September, 2019. Her research interests include high
sletter, and
the his
on-line
Briefs University
at www.math.umass.edu,
provide
anproblems,
opportunity
highlight
some of
received
PhD inFaculty
StatisticsNews
from Stanford
in 2017 dimensional
regression
mixed to
models,
and methods
anding work
facultyofinLupushing
the envelope
in mathematics
under of
theour
supervision
Tian and Ingram
Olkin. of knowledge
for spatio-temporal
data. and statistics each year: Assistant

Nestor Guillen spoke at the Austin workshop “Gerrymandering Steals Elections: Learn how It’s Done and How to
Beforeofcoming
to UMass
spentincluding
two years asUS
a post-doctorMaryclare
up in Massachusetts
is happy toProfessor
be back afterPaul
nd was part
a panel
on thehetopic
Representative
Jim grew
McGovern
this year;and
Associate
al fellow,
split between
Biostatistics and
Wharton’sof Mathematicians;
about a decade livingAssociate
in other states.
MaryclareAlexei
receivedOblomkov
a PhD
was invited
to lecture
at theHarvard’s
2018 International
Congress
Professor
was
Statistics
departments,
under
the
supervision
of
Eric
Tchetgen.
in
statistics
from
the
University
of
Washington
in
Seattle
in
2018
a Simons Fellowship; Professors Markos Katsoulakis and Luc Rey-Bellet received a major Air Force grant to develop
and recently completed a short postdoc at Cornell University.
nce guarantees in predictive modeling; Professor Andrea Nahmod
was part of a feature honoring women in the Notices
Ted Westling joined the department as an Assistant Professor
MS; and University
Distinguished Professor Panos Kevrekidis published 4 papers in the Nature family of journals.
in September 2019. His primary research interests lie in developing nonparametric statistical theory and methods, often

DEPARTMENTAL
STAFFthe
OVERVIEW
artmentapplied
hostedto3problems
conferences
past year:
Associate
Professor
Anna Liu was among
organizers of the 32nd New
arisingthis
in causal
inference
and survival
Statisticalanalysis
Symposium
bringing data.
together
250
discuss
emerging
ininApril
2018; Professor
with observational
In all nearly
his work,
Tedstatisticians
aims to Weto
currently
have
twelve staffissues
members
the department.
They
when andWomen
how machine
learningDifferential
methods canEquations
be are: Rachel
Aronow2018;
and Alan
in Research
ComputNahmodunderstand
helped organize
in Partial
in March
andBoulanger
Associate
Professor
Hongkun
th
used Mathematical
as part of the process
of achieving
valid large-sample
ing Facilities,celebrating
Carla Mokrzecki,
Naitian
Wang, and
Kam Kit
birthdays
of Pavel
Bleher and
-organized
Physics
Perspective
of Billardsstaand Dominoes
the 70
tistical
inference.
Wong
in
the
Business
Office,
Liming
Liu
in
the
Department
unimovich in September 2017.

Head’s Office, Jacob Lagerstrom in Academic Advising, and
Ted received his PhD in statistics from the University of Wash- Lisa Bergman, Cathy Russell, Terry Mullen, Sarah Willor, and
mherst undergraduates
Jonah Chaban, Artem Vysogorets, and Jimmy Hwang worked as a team, led by Assistant
ington in 2018 under the supervision of Marco Carone. Prior to Ilona Trousdale in Academic Scheduling and Support.
Matthew
Dobson,
the top-scoring
project
among 7 competing teams at the first ever Student Competition
joining
UMass,to
heproduce
was a postdoctoral
researcher in
the Center
odeling (SCUDEM)
in Fall
2017. Three
more SCUDEM
teams
by Dobson
also didleftvery
well in Spring
2018,
for Causal Inference
at theUniversity
of Pennsylvania.
There, he
Twoled
long-time
staff members
the department
in Summer
meritorious
mention
and
outstanding
mention.
worked with Dylan Small to develop causal inference methods 2018. Director of Research Computing Facilities Ken Pollard,
for continuous exposures. He also worked with faculty from who worked in the department for over 20 years and oversaw
thehave
Perelman
School
of Medicine
and the of
Children’s
Hospital
many S.
changes
improvements
to our
operations,
retired joined
ry sad to
lost an
important
member
our faculty,
Richard
Ellis,and
who
passed away
inIT
July
2018. Richard
of
Philadelphia
to
develop
and
apply
statistical
methodology
to
in
July
2018.
He
is
currently
living
in
Hadley,
MA,
where
is
tment in 1975, and also taught classes in Judaism and the Torah as an adjunct professor of Judaic and NearheEastern
the analysis of pediatric infectious diseases.
involved in many community activities and enjoying his retire-

He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

ment. Assistant to the Department Head Christine Mirabal, who
was with the department for almost 5 years, also left in July 2018.
She is now working for the Art Department at Amherst College.

We’ve added several staff members
MATHEMATICS
&since Summer 2018, as well.
As we mentioned in our last newsletter, Naitian Wang joined
the department as our new Business Manager in August 2018.
STATISTICS
Naitian holds Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in Accounting
NEWSLETTER
and was previously the Associate Director of Financial Services
in the School of Education.

EDITED
BY our new Assistant to the Department Head
Liming Liu became
in October 2018. Liming holds Master’s degrees in both Sociol-

chard S. Ellis
Robert
ogy and Political
ScienceKusner
and previously worked on campus
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in the Provost’s office. She also teaches college level courses in
Chinese Language and Popular Culture and is a member of the
International Language
DESIGNED
BY Institute of Massachusetts.

Brigette
McKenna
More recently,
Terry Mullen joined the department in March

2019 to provide much needed support with Academic Scheduling. Terry is a 2017 graduate of our Master’s program in Applied
Mathematics and is also a lecturer for the department in AY
IN COOPERATION
WITH
2019-20.
P.
FLAHERTY
GWILLIAM
Rachel
Aronow became theO.
newest
Research Computing Facilistaff member in May 2019.
is also a graduate of the deJ.ties
HOROWITZ
S.Rachel
HROBAR
partment’s Applied Mathematics Master’s program, class of 2019.
I. MIRKOVIC
A. MORALES
A.
RAYMOND
C.aRUSSELL
We’re
currently searching for
newly created Career and Academic
Advising staff position,
we hope that we’ll soon be
N.
WHITAKER
R.and
YOUNG
able to fill a vacancy in Research Computing Facilities.

–Ilona Trousdale, Director of Administration and Staff

tment of Mathematics and Statistics publishes
newsletter for alumni and friends. You are
and we want to hear from you! Please contact us at
.umass.edu toNEW
shareM.S.
your OPTION
news, let us
how IN THE
IN know
STATISTICS
AREA,involved
STARTING
ng, and learnBOSTON
ways to become
withFALL
the 2019
t. Our website
valuable
resource
current Amherst beIn is
theaFall
of 2019, the
Universityfor
of Massachusetts
and news, so we
youoption
to visit
us regularly
gan encourage
offering the M.S.
in Statistics
in the Boston area at the
Mount
Ida
campus
in
Newton,
under
the
direction of Associate
ath.umass.edu

Applications are currently being accepted for the Fall 2020 class.
More information on the program is available at: http://www.
math.umass.edu/graduate/statistics

NEW CHALLENGE PROBLEMS
– Erin Conlon

Here is a selection of some of the more challenging
problems from the 2018 Jacob-Cohen-Killam prize
exam. Three additional prize exam problems are
DEPARTMENTAL
CLIMATE
included
in the Awards
DinnerCOMMITTEE
article on page 14...
The
Department
of
Mathematics
and
Statistics’
Climate Com........................................................
mittee is dedicated to understanding and improving the proProblem
1. Compute
the volume
of the 2018–
fessional climate
of our department.
The committee
includes
dimensional
simplex
representatives from
the faculty, staff, graduate student, and
undergraduate student populations, and is working to sys-

2018
{(t
, ... , t2018
)∈Rand
: 0 ≤ t1the
≤ experiences
··· ≤ t2018 of≤all
1}.these
tematically
review
improve
1
.............................
groups.

, a3, a4, suppose
Problem
2. academic
Given numbers
a1, aCommittee
In the 2018-2019
year, the Climate
started
2
by beginning
the process
iswork
defined
recursively
as of systematically reviewing
athis
n

the experiences of all department members. The committee
created
climate+ feedback
board,
an =a (a
an−2 + abulletin
+ an−4
)/4.where department
n−1
n−3
members could leave anonymous comments related to climate.
The committee also took up the task of surveying the graduate
and
Show
{an} converges
studentthat
bodythe
and sequence
receiving detailed
feedback about
its expericalculate
= lim
a
.
....................
ence. Since Lthis
survey,
a
Graduate
Student
Advisory
Council
n→∞ n
has been created to coordinate graduate student input in departmental matters and improve the graduate student experiProblem
3. has
Consider
a regular
ence. This group
created new
academictetrahedron
and social eventswith
for
edges
ofstudents.
length It1.will
What
is thesecured
lengthbyofthethe
shortest
graduate
use funds
2018-2019
Climate
to organize
pre-talks before
departmental
loop
onCommittee
its surface
which surrounds
two
vertices? ..
seminars. The Graduate Student Advisory Council will also be
.............................
working with the 2019-2020 Climate Committee to create a new
mentoring program
for graduate
students.
Problem
4. How
many 3×3
arrays are there such

that (i) entries include all the digits from 1 through
2019-2020 Climate Committee is continuing the work start9,Theand
(ii) entries in every row and column are in
ed last year by surveying the undergraduate students. In addiincreasing
order?
tion, the committee
is working to create more opportunities for

undergraduate students to interact informally with faculty. The
committee is working to gain a broader awareness and underProblem
5. .Let En be
the coefficients in the
standing of climate issues
within the department, and will use
expansion:
.sec
x+tan
x
= ∞ E xⁿ.for
ⁿ ndepartment
=0 nn!
this information to plan new trainings
members,
improve
communication
in
the
department,
and
create
a
Professor Erin Conlon.
Show
that
they
satisfy
E
=E
=1
and
for
n≥1
0
1
more effective department website. We are grateful to be part of
somber note,Thisweprogram
mournis the
passing
on 2 There
July are six graduate a department
that cares about the well-being and inclusion of all
...
an evening
program.
departmental
members, and we look forward to continuing to
dear colleague
Richard
S.
Ellis,
an
internationally
statistics courses being offered for the 2019-2020 academic year,
learn
about
and
improve the climate of our department.
with
be addedto
in future
Theon
current-year courses
robabilist, and
a more
goodto friend
manyyears.
of us
include Mathematical
Statistics I and loss
II, Statistical
Computing,
d in the community.
It’s an immeasurable
to
Problem
6. Let
An be
– Krista Gile and
Victoria
Daythe set of all subsets S of
Regression Modeling, Statistical Methods for Data Science, and
ment. For many
years
Richard
edited
the
annual
{1,
2,
...,
n}
such
that
S contains the size |S| of S. Let
Design of Experiments.

and monthly News Briefs, and I — your current
njoyed working with him on both for much of the
e. As I re-drafted the letter soliciting briefs this
6
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
I realized it was based on Richard’s traditional
d down from him to me several years ago. Both

Bn be the set of all S in An which are minimal, i.e.,
if S contains some subset T in An then T = S. Show
that the number bn of elements of the set Bn is the
nth Fibonacci number Fn (here F1 = 1 = F2 and after
that Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2).

ANDREA NAHMOD NEWS

RTMENT HEAD’S MESSAGE

Hispanic/Latinx NSF-funded investigators for Hispanic Heritage Month (October 2018).

Professor Andrea R. Nahmod was invited by The Norwegian
welcome
you toofour
Newsletter
as asthe
newofDepartment
Head. I officially started on 21 January
Academy
Science
and Letters
a guest
Professor Karen
K. Uhlenbeck
the Abel Prize
Ceremonies
took place
in footsteps of Farshid Hajir, who
a true honor
– andfor
somewhat
daunting
– tothat
follow
in the
Oslo
in
May
2019.
The
events
included
a
dinner
for
mathemaes as Vice Provost of Academic Affairs and did a fantastic job in his 3 years as Head. I take over
ticians
at the
Norwegian Academy
of Sciences
Letters;
ment that’s
risen
tremendously
in stature
sinceand
I came
tothe
UMass in 1987. We’ve made some
Abel Prize Ceremony (attended by the King of Norway) at the
al hires and improved our graduate and undergraduate programs. Our graduates have gone on
University of Oslo’s Aula Magna, the Abel Lectures, the Norwestandinggian
things.
We’re very
proud
of our
alumni.
Government’s
Abel Prize
banquet
with
the King of Norway
at Akershus Castle and the Abel Prize party at the Norwegian
lar area Academy
of growth
is our and
number
of Sciences
Letters.of undergraduate majors, which continually exceeds expectations. More and more of

ming students recognize the benefits of majoring in math. We have almost 1000 majors in 7 areas: Actuarial Science,
Andrea is a PI
of the
team that
was awarded
this year
Math, Computing,
Pure
Math,
Statistics,
Teaching
andtheanSi-Individual concentration. Mathematics is also an essential
st
mons
Foundation
Collaboration
in
Mathematical
and
Physical
y 21 century education, as over 15,000 UMass students
take our classes each year.

Sciences grant to tackle Wave Turbulence. This is a four year
8M grant with possibility of extension for another three years.
o the hard
work of our search committee, our tenure track position in Math Biology was filled by our top candidate:
This collaboration is a joint effort of several groups of leading
Professor
Brian Van
Koten is and
an expert
inthe
applied
and numerical analysis, performing computer
researchers
in mathematics
physics, in
US andprobability
the EU,
ns of molecular
systems
with applications
in biology,
and
science. We also had a very successful
via materials
www.windy.com
for a systematic
coordinated
study of wave turbulence
in achemistry
large Photo
ring 8 new
Visiting Assistant
Professors:
Siddhant
Agrawal, Panagiota Birmpa, Noriyuki Hamada,
scaleoutstanding
project. The collaboration
director is Jalal
Shatah from
the
Courant Institute
at NYU.
TheSinaei,
team’s website
https://cims.
n Lai, Jonathan
Simone,
Zahra
Zheniis:Utic
and Jiayu Zhai. Our new Marshall Stone VAP, Laura Colmenarejo
GILE & KIM WIN COLLEGE TEACHING
nyu.edu/wave-turbulence/
o, will join
us in Spring 2019.

AWARD

Andrea was featured (one of 27 women mathematicians) in
sletter, and
the on-line Faculty News Briefs at www.math.umass.edu,
opportunity
to highlight
some of
Krista Gileprovide
was one ofan
two
awardees for Outstanding
Teaching
the Notices of the American Mathematical Society as part of
in the in
College
of Natural and
Sciences
annual each
CNS Outstanding
anding work
of our faculty in pushing the envelope of knowledge
mathematics
statistics
year: Assistant
Women’s History Month, March 2018, Volume 65, Issue 03
Achievement
Awards
in
May
2019.
The
citation
states:
Nestor and
Guillen
workshop
“Gerrymandering
Steals Elections: Learn how It’s Done and How to
furtherspoke
selectedatbythe
theAustin
AMS Public
Awareness
Office to be
nd was part
of
a
panel
on
the
topic
including
US
Representative
Jim
McGovern this year; Associate Professor Paul
profiled in a special poster for the MathFest, SIAM, and AMS
Professor Gile has distinguished herself at all facets of her
was invited
to lecture
at and
the displayed
2018 International
Congress
sectional
meetings
at 2019 JMM,
Baltimore,of Mathematicians; Associate Professor Alexei Oblomkov was
professional activities. She uses the relationships that she
MD.
She
was
also
one
of
8
PIs
featured
by
the
NSF’s
Office
a Simons Fellowship; Professors Markos Katsoulakis
andof Luc Rey-Bellet
received a major Air Force grant to develop
built in service to organizations (including UNAIDS, US
Legislativeinand
Public Affairs
(OLPA) Professor
in Medium’sAndrea
issue onNahmod was part of a feature honoring women in the Notices
nce guarantees
predictive
modeling;
CDC, Vietnam CDC, US State Department) to advance
MS; and University Distinguished Professor Panos Kevrekidis published
papers
in the
Nature
familyacademic
of journals.
the careers of4 her
students.
Krista
is an excellent
with a worldview that leads her to support humanitarian efforts
unique
and strong
skills as a statistiartment hosted 3 conferences this past year: Associate Professor
Annawith
Liuherwas
among
the organizers
of the 32nd New
She founded
a statistics
working
stuStatistical Symposium bringing together nearly 250 statisticians cian.
to discuss
emerging
issues
in group
Aprilinvolving
2018; Professor
dents
faculty2018;
across and
campus.
GraduateProfessor
students findHongkun
Nahmod helped organize Women in Partial Differential Equations
inand
March
Associate
this working group extremely valuable
in their training.
th
-organized Mathematical Physics Perspective of Billards and Dominoes celebrating the 70 birthdays of Pavel Bleher and
Gile is especially passionate about the statistics consulting
unimovich in September 2017.
center, giving high quality statistical service to individuals while at the same time teaching students the art of
mherst undergraduates Jonah Chaban, Artem Vysogorets, andconsulting.
Jimmy She
Hwang
workedgood
as aatteam,
led
by Assistant
is exceptionally
weaving
together
Matthew Dobson, to produce the top-scoring project among 7lectures
competing
teams
at the
first ever
that reach
all levels
of students
in theStudent
classroom,Competition
facilitating
an
open
environment
for
collaboration
and 2018,
odeling (SCUDEM) in Fall 2017. Three more SCUDEM teams led by Dobson also did very well in Spring
questions.
meritorious mention and outstanding mention.

Daeyoung
Kim won
same award
year, aRichard
fact
ry sad to have lost an important member of our faculty, Richard
S. Ellis,
whothepassed
awaytheinprevious
July 2018.
joined
The Abel Prize banquet at Arkershus Castle with Karen
unfortunately omitted from the previous issue of this newslettment inUhlenbeck
1975, and
also
taught
classes
in
Judaism
and
the
Torah
as
an
adjunct
professor
of
Judaic
and
Near
Eastern
(center)
ter. Congratulations Daeyoung and Krista!
He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
will be truly missed.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

NSF DATA SCIENCE FUNDING
The National Science Foundation (NSF) recently awarded a collaborative team led by Andrew McGregor (computer science,
UMass). This is a three-year, $1.5 million grant to further develop the foundations of data science in a project that will create
NSF’s national TRIPODS Institute for Theoretical Foundations
of Data Science.

MATHEMATICS &
STATISTICS
NEWSLETTER

Also part of the executive committee with McGregor are Markos Katsoulakis and Patrick Flaherty of our department, and
Luc Rey-Bellet
is listed as a senior researcher.
EDITED
BY

One aspect ofRobert
the TRIPODS
project will be to organize summer
chard S. Ellis
Kusner
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schools, speaker series, talks by experts in related technical areas and workshops for faculty researchers in other disciplines
who want to learn how big data can help them.

DESIGNED BY

Unlike McKenna
the “practical outcomes” focus of some big data initiaBrigette

tives, the focus of TRIPODS is more on theoretical, mathematical and foundational aspects of data science. The TRIPODS
team aims to mathematically prove attributes of a given algorithm such as running
time, accuracy and scalability.
IN COOPERATION
WITH
Data
sets in the sciences, such
genetics and physics, are growP.
FLAHERTY
O. as
GWILLIAM
ing larger every year. For example, a personalized medical deJ. HOROWITZ
S. HROBAR
vice may generate data continuously, 24 hours a day and seven
I.days
MIRKOVIC
MORALES
a week, over a year or A.
longer.

A. RAYMOND
C. RUSSELL
McGregor
says,
“In
statistics
the more data you get, the more
G
N. WHITAKER
R. YOUNG
accurate you can be, but in computer science the more data you
get, the longer it will take you to process. That’s one reason you
need computer scientists and mathematicians working togethtment of Mathematics and Statistics publishes
er. When you double the size of the input, we need to know
newsletter for
friends.
You
if thealumni
algorithm and
takes twice
as long,
four are
times as long or 100
and we want to
hear
from
you!
Please
contact
us at
times as long? That’s important.”

successful team funded $1.8M over 2 years to study the relation
between brain structure and social behavior of humans, using
fMRI data, online experiments, and data analysis and simulaNEW
CHALLENGE
tion. Other
team members come PROBLEMS
from Harvard, Stony Brook,
Albany, Chicago, and Minnesota.

Here is a selection of some of the more challenging
problems from the 2018 Jacob-Cohen-Killam prize
exam. Three additional prize exam problems are
OTHER AWARDS
included
in the Awards Dinner article on page 14...
........................................................
Jenia Tevelev has received a Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program
award to research and lecture at Universidad CatÓlica de Chile
Problem
1. Compute the volume of the 2018–
in Santiago during the 2019-2020 academic year, as part of a
dimensional
simplex
project called “New
Frontiers of Algebraic Geometry.” Jenia
thereby adds to his collection
of awards, which also contains a
{(t
, ... , t2018)∈R2018 : 0 ≤
t ≤ ··· ≤ t
≤ 1}.
1
Sloan Fellowship, UMass Research1 Leadership 2018
in Action award
.............................
and a Simons Fellowship!

, a4, suppose
Problem
2. Given numbers a1, a2, a$582,883
3
Pat Flaherty was recently awarded a three-year,
grant
is
defined
recursively
as
afrom
the National Institutes of Health’s (NIH) National Instin

tute of General Medical Sciences to better understand cellular
an =homeostasis,
(an−1 + an−2
an−3 +between
an−4)/4.
protein
the+
balance
protein creation and
destruction. The dysregulation of protein homeostasis is one
of the primary
paths
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such as and
Alzheimer’s,
} converges
Show
that the
sequence
{andiseases
Huntington’s or Parkinson’s to develop.
Pat is an expert on
calculate
L = lim to analyze
an. ....................
statistical tools used n→∞
large genomic data sets. He is
collaborating on this award with Peter Chien, professor of biochemistry and molecular biology, who is an expert on the highly
Problem
3. Consider a regular tetrahedron with
regulated cellular cleanup system in which specialized proteins
edges
of length
1. What
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shortest
called proteases
degrade
damaged
or no-longer-needed
loop
oncritical
its surface
which
surrounds
vertices?
a system
for protein
homeostasis.
They two
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develop ..
new statistical and computational tools to analyze large-scale
.............................
genetic experiments to catalog the essential components of this
Problem
Howand
many
3×3
arrays
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such
system, which4.
Flaherty
Chien
hope
will lead
better unthat
(i) entries
include
all thefordigits
from diseases.
1 through
derstanding
of pathways
important
many human

9, and (ii) entries in every row and column are in
Leili Shahriyari has recently been awarded an NIH Grant for
.umass.edu to share your news, let us know how
increasing
order?
“Data-Driven QSP Software for Personalized Colon Cancer
The
award
is
part
of
the
foundation’s
$17.7
million
support
for
ng, and learn ways to become involved with the
12 Transdisciplinary Research in Principles of Data Science Treatment”. QSP models are a system of differential equations
t. Our website
is a valuable resource for current
that model the
between drug(s)
and a bi(TRIPODS) projects, which will bring together the statistics, Problem
5.dynamic
.Let Eninteractions
be the coefficients
in the
and news, so we
encourage you to visit us regularly
models
provide
an intemathematics and theoretical computer science communities at ological system. These mathematical
∞
xⁿ
n
.sec x+tan x = E . ⁿ n=0 n!
ath.umass.edu14 institutions in 11 states to promote long-term research and expansion:
grated “systems level” approach to determining mechanisms of
of drugs
finding
new E
ways
to alter
complex
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

Note that Alexei Oblomkov and Matthew Dobson supervised
half of the students between them, an impressive contribution!
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

to rely on carpools and buses that would tally up a commute of
three hours in total. Classes were three hours long and in the
evening, which was challenging for the students and me. I also
had to deal with a few correctional officers who thought inmates
did not deserve to have this chance and refused to treat them
like students. But all of this was amply made up by how enthusiast, dedicated and grateful my students were.
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get UMass to lift the tuition fees for our students. My chair had
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inside-out classes is offered by the Inside-Out Center at Temple
University; more information can be found at: https://www.insideoutcenter.org/training.html.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member
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of f (x) = sec x + tan x as ∞
En xn! . satisfy
MATHEMATICS
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n problems from the 2018 Jacob-Cohen-Killam prize

STATISTICS
n
(exam.
2En+1 =
n−k . additional prize exam problems are
k )Ek EThree
k=0
NEWSLETTER
included in the Awards Dinner article on page 14...
n

chard S.

........................................................
Solution. The two sides in the required identity
are coefficients of xn in expansions of

2

and f . So, the identity for n > 0 will follow
from1.2fCompute
= f 2 + 1.
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that
2f BY
EDITED
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theFirst
volume
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2
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= 1. Then simplex
f = sec(x) tan(x) + sec(x)2 =
1/f = sec(x) − tan(x), since sec (x) − tan(x)dimensional
Ellis sec(x)f
Robert
Kusner
. So, indeed
2f  = 2 sec(x)f = (f + 1/f )f = f 2 + 1. Also, E0 = f (0) = 1 and
1

2
E1 = f (0) = 2 [f (0) + 1] = 1.
{(t1, ... , t2018)∈R2018 : 0 ≤ t1 ≤ ··· ≤ t2018 ≤ 1}.
1, 2, 5, 16, 61, . . . . They are called the Euler
Note. These numbers En form the sequence 1,.............................

DESIGNED
BY(see Wikipedia). They appear in discrete mathematics and count the number of
numbers

Problem 2. Given numbers a , a , a , a , suppose

1
2
3 For
4
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a is defined recursively as
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removing n and then
also S = S − 1 = {x − 1; x ∈ S }. Then S lies in {1, ..., n − 2} and
N. WHITAKER
R. YOUNG
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its surface
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He was an internationally regarded expert in probability and large deviation theory, who also cared very much about
being of his students and colleagues, organizing sessions to relieve stress both inside and outside of the classroom.
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so sorry to report the retirement of two important members of our faculty, Michael Lavine and Bill Meeks, in May
fessor Lavine, a well-respected Bayesian statistician and a leader in our statistics group, had been a department member

Through these levels of study, we aim to establish a deeper understanding of the potential requirements of a modern Smart
Grid.

MATHEMATICS
&
Cancer Growth Modeling
Michael Barmann, Ryan Wilson, Nick
STATISTICS
Xiang, Junsang You
NEWSLETTER
Abstract

Malloy, Andrew

In this project, we investigate the dynamics of cancer growth
and treatment
EDITED
BYusing a combination of statistical, analytical,
and numerical approaches. We first review three common
models of cancer growth–the Exponential, Power Law, and
Gompertz-Laird models – and then fit these models to tumor
volume data collected from laboratory mice. We obtain parameter estimates and assess how well each model fits the data.
DESIGNED
BY
We also employ a Support Vector Regression (SVR) algorithm

chard S. Ellis

Robert Kusner

Brigette McKenna

to predict growth trends based on the given data. Finally, we
examine a treatment model adapted from the competitive
two-equation Lotka-Volterra system and perform a stability
NEW
CHALLENGE
PROBLEMS
analysis and
obtain numerical results.

Here is a selection of some of the more challenging
‘Hearing’ thefrom
Clusters
a Directed
Graph”
problems
thein 2018
Jacob-Cohen-Killam
prize
Chris Brissette, Matthew Gagnon, Brendan Shanahan,
exam. Three additional prize exam problems are
James Smith.
included in the Awards Dinner article on page 14...
........................................................
Abstract
We examine the generalization of a fully-distributed method
Problem
1. Compute the volume of the 2018–
for computing spectral clusters to the case of aperiodic strongdimensional
simplex
ly-connected digraphs.
In doing this we show that the sign of
eigenvector components
series
{(t
, ... , t2018)∈R2018 can
: 0 be
≤ obtained
t1 ≤ ··· via
≤ the
t2018Fourier
≤ 1}.
1
of a local wave-equation relaxation. Further we provide a run.............................
time complexity for this variety of digraphs differing from the
undirected case

Problem 2. Given numbers a1, a2, a3, a4, suppose
an is defined recursively as
an = (an−1 + an−2 + an−3 + an−4)/4.
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and news, so we encourage you to visit us regularly
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Show that the sequence {an} converges and
calculate L = limn→∞ an. ....................
Problem 3. Consider a regular tetrahedron with
edges of length 1. What is the length of the shortest
loop on its surface which surrounds two vertices? ..
.............................
Problem 4. How many 3×3 arrays are there such
that (i) entries include all the digits from 1 through
9, and (ii) entries in every row and column are in
increasing order?
Problem 5. .Let En be the coefficients in the
expansion: .sec x+tan x = ∞ E xⁿ. ⁿ n=0 nn!
Show that they satisfy E0 =E1 =1 and for n≥1
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The following alumni and friends have made generous contributions to the Department of Mathematics and Statistics
between between July 2018 and December 2019. Your gifts help us improve our programs and enrich the educational experiences
of our students. We deeply appreciate your continuing support.
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RISING RESEARCHER AWARD

Commonwealth Honors College student Shelby Cox ’18 is a Mathematics & Statistics and
Linguistics double major who has a track record of winning awards that reflect her superb
academic performance and leadership abilities in the field of mathematics and statistics.
Along with establishing and serving as President of the UMass chapter of the Association
for Women in Mathematics, Cox has received two Outstanding Academic Achievement
Awards from the Department of Mathematics and Statistics as well as the 2017 William
F. Field Alumni Scholar Award, which recognizes and honors third-year students for
their academic achievements. Shelby won a prestigious National Science Foundation
graduate research fellowship to pursue a PhD in pure mathematics this fall at the University of Michigan.
Cox’s research accomplishments began when she participated in a summer 2016 National Science Foundation
Research Experience for Undergraduates (NSF/REU) at the University of Maryland. The project concerned
calculating the Euler characteristic of geometric objects, known as Hilbert schemes, which are mathematical
structures in algebraic geometry that occur under symmetry. The Euler characteristic is a rough measure of the
topology, or shape, of an object. The heart of Cox’s achievement was to reduce these calculations to previous
known calculations that are more mathematically manageable. Cox and her collaborator gave a talk and also
presented a poster on their work in January 2017 at the Joint Mathematics Meetings – the largest gathering
of mathematicians in the United States and the largest annual meeting of mathematicians in the world.
According to Associate Professor Eric Sommers, her advisor and teacher, “Shelby’s superb performance in
research and departmental coursework, as well as her role in establishing and leading the UMass chapter of
the Association for Women in Mathematics, makes her deserving of the Rising Researcher award.”

Cox acknowledged just how much what it means to be a scientist has changed—but that the principles
of science have remained the same:
Girls Inc. Eureka workshop run by A. Morales, A. Raymond, G. Park and J. Selover.
As we move on to new adventures as educators, actuaries, data scientists, software engineers and
researchers, we probably won't have to remember the pigeonhole principle or the first 10 digits of π,
but we will continue to solve problems.
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